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New Starbucks could open on campus 
By Constance Jackson 
Staff writer 
There are rumors swirling around 
the campus with this cool windy 
weather lately. Those rumors might be 
fueled by the need to drink something 
warm—something that makes stu- 
dents more wakeful than DEFCON 
1 and finals week combined. 
Students need not fear that there 
will be a future caffeine shortage in 
Statesboro. 
There might even be another 
coffee shop on campus. "There will 
definitely be a coffee shop" said As- 
sociate Dean of the Library Anne 
Hamilton. 
The space on the second floor of 
the library, where the lighting looks 
a little strange now, was created to 
house such a coffee shop. 
"It will reflect out over the lake," 
said Hamilton, "and it will be a pretty 
sight." No one is quite sure what brand 
of coffee shop it will be. "We don't 
know anything yet," said Starbucks 
manager Marguerite Hutchins. 
Starbucks planners are looking 
at either the library or the Nursing 
building as a possible location for a 
new Starbucks on campus. 
For now, there are no guarantees. 
"Our main concern is the noise of the 
blenders in the atrium of the library," 
said Hutchins. "It might distract stu- 
dents who are trying to study." There 
may also be another Starbucks within 
the city of Statesboro. 
According to Statesboro City 
Council minutes, last December 
City Council Planning Director Jim 
Shaw stated "the Statesboro Mall has 
divided a parcel of the parking lot for 
a new Starbucks at the main entrance 
across from BB&T." 
That's good news for all the Star- 
bucks enthusiasts who live far from 
campus. According to Hamilton, all 
of this talk about coffee shops in the 
library is a little premature. 
The final work on the library won't 
finish until late 2008. 
So students might as well get 
used to trekking across campus to 
the Union for now. 
Not everyone is a Starbucks en- 
thusiast or wants to see the company 
spread out over Statesboro. 
Senior Mountain Scott said, "Star- 
bucks needs to fire their marketing 
analysts." He feels that the last thing 
the Statesboro Mall needs is a Star- 
bucks and that it probably wouldn't 
do well in a town like Statesboro. 
If the Starbucks on campus is any 
indication—it will do well. 
For some, companies like Star- 
bucks and Wal-Mart spark feelings 
of anti-globalization. 
Others welcome Starbucks and 
feel that it is just great coffee. 
Special Photo/MCT 
Georgia Southern students will be on campus throughout the day Wednesday collecting money and donations for refugees in the war torn region 
of Darfur in Sudan, Africa. An estimated two million people have been chased from their native homes in the surrounding areas of Darfur. 
Five Days for Darfur 
By Keisha Byars 
Staff writer 
With a death toll that 
reaches an estimated 
400,000 and over two 
million people displaced from their 
homes, Darfur is 
facing a crisis that 
calls for global at- 
tention. After four 
years of ongoing 
conflict, many GSU 
students still don't 
know about the situ- ■ 
ation in Darfur. That's why GSU 
senior Amanda Gazaway is heading 
the "Five Days for Darfur" aware- 
ness week. 
Five Days for Darfur 
Wednesday, April 11 thru Tuesday, 
April 17at11-1 p.m.at Rotunda 
Genocide Awareness Dinner 
Tuesday, April 17 at > p.m. in the 
Kennedy Hall multipurpose room 
Gazaway, along with the Multi- 
cultural Student Center (MSC) and 
Africana Studies, organized "Five 
Days for Darfur" to bring awareness 
about Darfur. 
"I was shocked to find out the 
facts surrounding the situation in 
Darfur," Gazaway 
said. "I want to 
offer that same op- 
portunity for GSU 
students to become 
aware of what's go- 
ing on." 
Beginning to- 
day, April 11, student volunteers will 
hand out informational pamphlets, 
sell Darfur bracelets and give out 
see DARFUR, page 3 
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Soldiers of the rebel Sudan Liberation Army loyal to Abdol Wahid al- 
Nur, who has rejected a peace agreement for Sudan's chaotic Darfur 
region. 
Changing the world one gift at a time 
New nonprofit organizations promote waste reduction through recyclable gifts 
Special Photo/MCT 
Don't want it? Freecycle it. Online swap 
site turns trash into treasure. 
www.gadaiiy.com 
ByAvinaDarmadjaja 
Assistant news editor 
The global warming hype is 
proven to be an effective tool in 
grabbing people's attention towards 
environmental issues. However, 
before you take a second part-time 
job in order to fill your refrigerator 
strictly with organic products or 
trade in your SUV for a hybrid car, 
make sure that you are also doing 
the basic, but equ:■ :'v important act 
of reducing waste. 
Our generation has quickly 
become a "disposable generation" 
that feels the need to throw away old 
things and get new ones, whether 
it's a piece of clothing, furniture, 
or even our spouses (proven by 
the increasing divorce rates in our 
nation alone. 
Some people have already taken 
extreme steps toward waste reduc- 
tion by being a freegan, which, 
according to Urbandictionary. 
com, is "somebody who abstains 
from contributing to the economy 
and salvages society's wasted food 
and resources rather than purchase 
more themselves." Even though not 
many people will choose to scrape 
leftovers from the trashcan instead 
of buying a meal from a restaurant, 
it is a good idea to learn a thing or 
two from.the freegans and start 
taking actions. 
see GIFTS, page 3 
Don't forget to recycle The G-A after 
you've read all the exciting stories! 
Local restaurants 
to start recycling 
By Emily Ross 
Staff writer 
Restaurants and bars generate 
thousands of pounds of corrugated 
cardboard, waste cooking oil, and glass,, 
plastic, aluminum, and sealed contain- 
ers each day. However, recycling does 
not appear to be a priority. Many bars 
and restaurants in Statesboro do not 
offer patrons the opportunity to recycle 
their waste while in the establishment. 
Although it's difficult to put a number to 
what most bar and restaurant managers 
define as "a lot", the ballpark amount 
of waste produced on an average night 
is about 600-800lbs- and that is just 
trash alone. 
Several area restaurants, including 
Locos, also participate in the recycling 
of cardboard boxes, which is supported 
by the City of Statesboro. 
"I have looked into using returnable 
beer bottles, but we just don't have 
enough space here to store them," says 
Jim Lanier, the general manager at the 
Statesboro Locos. Beer bottles still pro- 
duce the largest amount of recyclable 
waste, but the lack of space limits most 
bars and restaurants ability to recycle 
them. Excess food also creates a lot 
of waste which must be put into local 
landfills. Thelandfillherein Statesboro 
however is full. 
A worker at the Bulloch County 
recycling center off Langston Chapel, 
said, "All of the bulk waste which is 
produced here is loaded and taken to. 
Jesup, sometimes peoplejust don't even 
take the time to sort it." Bulk waste is 
defined as anything which cannot be 
recycled. 
Although there appear to be no 
direct opportunities in Statesboro for 
patrons to contribute to recycling ef- 
forts, there are small changes in habits 
which students can make that can have 
a big impact. 
Dingus Magee's employee, and 
Georgia Southern student Amanda 
Andrews says, "If they're drinking 
liquor drinks they can keep the same 
plastic cup instead of getting a new one 
every time. If they're drinkingbeer, they 
could get a pitcher and use and reuse 
their plastic cups instead of drinking 
from bottles." 
For many bars and restaurants 
in Statesboro, recycling is a difficult 
task, but as a patron by using fewer 
napkins, you might just be helping 
their recycling efforts. 
"We used to have napkin dispens- 
ers on the tables, which dispensed 
small napkins and although they are 
cheaper, patrons used more," said La- 
nier. "Corporate conducted an experi- 
ment and found out that by providing 
more expensive, but bigger napkins 
for customers, customers used fewer 
napkins". By reducing the number of 
napkins used, the amount of solid waste 
was also reduced. 
GSU is doing its part, the recycling 
committee; originally a task force cre- 
ated to address recycling in Henderson 
Library has now expanded throughout 
the campus. According to the Georgia 
Southern Environmental Network 
website, "GSU's Physical Plant has a 
recycling program in place. Facilities 
exist for faculty, staff and students to 
recycle paper and beverage containers 
(plastic and aluminum). Recycling is 
expanding into dormitories and sports 
facilities." 
Established 1927 -The Newspaper for Georgia Southern University 
Emily Ross/STAFF 
GSU has over two dozen recycling areas around campus. Local Statesboro 
bars and restaurants are pushing more towards reusable and recyclable 
materials. 
Covering the campus like a swarm of gnats 
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Senior exhibits work at Averitt Center 
Claborn says her work reflects 'the idea of being separated from God' 
GSU News Service 
Georgia Southern Bachelor of Fine 
Arts candidate, Samantha Claborn, 
will present her Senior Exhibition, The 
Music Our Collisions Make. 
The exhibition will be held April 
20 - 26 in the Legends Gallery of the 
Averitt Center for the Arts in down- 
town Statesboro. An opening reception 
will be held April 20 from 5 - 7 p. m. 
Claborn grew up in the small town 
of Jackson, Georgia, where she took art 
and music classes at her high school. 
She said, "I always knew that I 
would maintain the desire to be creative 
and could never see myself aiming for 
a career that didn't pertain to an art 
form. Eventually, I gave up the music 
lessons and stuck with the visual ele- 
ments of art." 
When she enrolled at GSU she 
immediately declared herself as an 
art major. 
In her artists statement, Claborn 
said, "The Music Our Collisions Make 
is a body of work that deals with my 
personal struggles, how my life is 
intertwined with others and the idea 
of being separated from God. I believe 
that the desire to live and accept life as 
a very great gift does not lie in what it 
gives us, but rather in what it enables 
us to give to others." 
The works take the geometric 
formalities of grids and lines and 
show how these relate to time and 
memory.      „ 
The pieces are constructed through 
mixing the media of painting, photog- 
raphy, drawing and collage. The com- 
partmentalized or grid-like structures 
become a framework from which the 
work is created. 
"By dissecting myself through 
formal elements, I can show how 
something in my life may or may not 
be as emphasized as it should be," said 
Claborn. 
Claborn plans to graduate in May 
with a Bachelor of Fine Arts degree 
with an emphasis in Photography. 
The exhibition is free and open to 
the public. 
Special Photo 
Clarbome's exhibit "The Music Our Collisions Make," will be on view until April 26 in the Legends Gallery. 
Your UNIVERSITY. Your FUTURE. 
Your GEORGIA SOUTHERN. 
Need Employment? 
Admissions Recruiter Position Available 
DESCRIPTION 
Admissions. Serve as an official representative of 
Georgia Southern at college fairs, high school visits, and 
other recruitment activities within an assigned territory 
in the state of Georgia and may be required to load and 
unload admissions materials of up to 25 pounds. 
Major responsibilities include: meeting recruitment goals 
for enrollment; providing information concerning the 
University to prospective students and their families; 
assisting with various marketing activities, applicant 
file evaluation, and a variety of administrative activities, 
as assigned; traveling extensively to high schools and 
evening recruitment events, as well as evening work and 
periodic weekend programs; encouraging, promoting, 
and maintaining favorable relations with guidance 
counselors. Responsibilities also include presentation of 
group and individual information sessions for campus 
visitors and regular correspondence with prospective 
high school students by telephone, e-mail, and hand- 
written letters. 
APPLICATION DEADLINE: 
Screening Begins April 13, 2007 and 
will continue until the position is filled. 
For more information, Applications are available on our website at 
http://jobs.georgiasouthern.edu, or in Human Resources on the 1st 
floor in the Rosenwald Building on campus (912-681-5468, P. O. 
Box 8104, Statesboro, GA 30460). 
STATEMENT 
OF OPERATIONS 
The George-Anne Daily is the 
official student newspaper of 
Georgia Southern University, 
owned and operated by GSU stud- 
ents and utilizing the facilities 
provided by GSU.The newspaper 
is the oldest continuously 
published newspaper in Bulloch 
County and Statesboro, Ga.The 
newspaper is a designated public 
forum for the Georgia Southern 
University community. The ideas 
expressed herein are those of the 
editor or the individual authors 
- and do not necessarily represent 
the views of the Student Media 
Advisory Board, the adminis- 
tration, the faculty and staff of 
Georgia Southern University, or 
the University System of Georgia. 
The George-Anne is published 
four times weekly (Monday- 
Tuesday-Wednesday-Thursday) 
during most of the academic year 
and six times during summers. 
Any questions regarding content 
should be directed to the editor 
at by phone at 912/681-5246 or 
fax at 912/486-7113. 
Readers may access the newspa- 
per and its archives staff by visit- 
ing our web site at http://www. 
godaily.com. 
SUPPORT 
The G-A is funded primarily 
through revenue from 
advertisements placed in the 
paper and receives additional 
support, in part, from the Student 
Activities Budget Committee. 
STUDENTS BEWARE 
The G-A screens all advertise- 
ments prior to publication. The 
newspaper strives to accept 
ads for legitimate products and 
services only. Students are urged 
to exercise caution when replying 
to ads -— particularly those which 
require a credit card number, 
other personal information, or 
money in advance of the delivery 
of a product or service. Students 
are also urged to report to the 
newspaper any suspicious offers 
which they might see in an ad. 
Remember, if an offer seems too 
good to be true, it probably is. 
FREEBIEINFO 
ALL FREE student and faculty ads 
to be run in the G-A must have 
a NAME, P.O. BOX and PHONE 
NUMBER. Ads will be rejected if 
they do not have this informa- 
tion. NO EXCEPTIONS. 
OFFICES, MAIL, PHONES 
Room 2023, F. I..Williams Center. 
The George-Anne, P.O. Box 8001, 
Georgia Southern University, 
Statesboro, Ga. 30460.912/681 - 
5246 (News) or 912/681-5418 
(Advertising) or 912/486-7113 
(Fax); 912/681-0069 (adviser). 
EMAIL DIRECTORY 
Executive Editor 
gaeditoi@georgiaioutbem.edu . 
Managing Editor 
gamed@georgiasouthem.edu 
News Editor 
gan ewsed@g eorgiasouthern.edu 
Advertising 
ods@geoigiaioutlmn.edu or adsW 
georgiasoulhern.edu 
ADVERTISING 
The George-Anne reserves the 
right to refuse any advertisement. 
DISPLAY AD DEADLINES dead- 
line for reserving space and sub- 
mitting advertising copy is Noon, 
one week prior to the intended 
publication date. 
FOR MORE INFO, rate cards, 
sample publications, contact: 
Lindsey Anthony, Marketing Di- 
rector, ADS, (912) 681-5418, ads@ 
georgiasouthern.edu or ads J@ 
georgiasouthern.edu; or Bill Ne- 
ville, Student Media Coordinator, 
(912) 681-0069, bneville@georgia- 
southern.edu 
PROOFING/ERRORS/OMISSIONS: 
The newspaper makes every 
reasonable effort to present cor- 
rect and complete information 
in advertisements. However, the 
advertiser is responsible for proof- 
ing the ad upon publication and 
should notify the newspaper im- 
mediately in the event of an error. 
The newspaper is not responsible 
for any errors in advertisements 
and its liability for adjustments 
is limited to the amount of space 
the error occupied in the ad. Fur- 
ther, the newspaper is not respon- 
sible for any damages caused 
due to an ad's omission from a 
particular edition and its respon- 
sibility solely is to reschedule the 
ad in the next regular edition at 
the regular advertising rates. 
CLASSIFIED ADS: Free classified 
ads from students, faculty and 
1 staff must be non-commercial in 
nature and submitted in writing, 
with the name of the sender, 
local address, and phone number. 
No free ads taken via telephone 
- at this price we don't take 
dictation. One free ad per person 
per week. Commercial classified 
are available only from our online 
site at mvw.gsuads.com, The price 
of commercial ads is $7 for 200 
characters for line ads. Ads must 
be paid for using a major credit 
card. For classified display ads, 
contact gadass@georgiasouthern. 
edu 
CIRCULATION INFORMATION: 
Mail subscriptions are not 
available at this time. However, 
reacjers may visit our web site for 
free access to current and past 
issues. Visit www.stp.georgia- 
southern.edu. it is the goal of the 
newspaper to have its edition 
placed on-line within 24 hours of 
publication. Breaking news will 
be placed on-line as warranted. 
The G-A is distributed free of 
charge on the Georgia Southern 
University campus through 
delivery sites located in campus 
buildings, at off-campus sites, 
and in residence halls. 
NOTICE 
Readers may pick up one free 
copy, and a second for a room- 
mate or acquaintance, at distribu- 
tion sites. Additional copies are 
50 cents each and are available 
at the Williams Center. However, 
unauthorized removalof addition- 
al copies from a distribution site 
constitutes theft under Georgia 
law, a misdemeanor offense pun- 
ishable by a fine and/or jail time. 
Editors will seek to have any per- 
sons) who removes more than 
the authorized number of copies 
from distribution sites prosecut- 
ed to the full extent of the law. 
NOTE 
We gratefully acknowledge the 
theft of one of our slogans- 
"Liked by Many, Cussed by Some, 
Read by them All" - from Robert 
Williams of the Blackshear Times. 
Call Bob and he can teil you who 
he stole it from originally. Credit 
for the other - "Covering Campus 
like A Swarm of Gnats - goes to 
G-A alum Mike Mills. 
Winners of student research 
awards to present today 
GSU News Service 
Georgia Southern's 2006-2007 
winners of the Paulson Student Re- 
search Awards will present their find- 
ings at a special symposium scheduled 
for 4 p.m. today in the Professional 
Development Center of the College 
of Information Technology. 
"The faculty of COST has always 
put a great of emphasis on research, 
and the Paulson awards are a great 
way to encourage our students to get 
involved," said Bruce Schulte, director 
of the College Office of Undergradu- 
ate Research. 
The 15 students who will deliver 
presentations at the free, public sym- 
posium received a total of $25,000 in 
research funding from COUR. 
"These funds help deserving un- 
dergraduate students obtain hands-on 
knowledge of the researdh.process, 
such as reading the literature, acquir- 
ing data, and writing and presenting 
their findings," Schulte said. 
The winners of the Paulson Stu- 
dent Research Awards are announced 
in the spring. 
To be eligible for an award, a 
student must be enrolled as an 
undergraduate major in one of the 
units of COST 
These units include the de- 
partments of biology, chemistry, 
construction management and civil 
engineering technology, geology and 
geography, mathematical sciences; 
mechanical and electrical engineering 
technology and physics. 
Research Symposium Information 
What: Winners of the Paulson Student 
Research Awards will present their 
findings at a special symposium 
When: April 11 at 4 p.m. 
Where:The Professional Development Center of 
the College of Information Technology Building 
CLINICAL TRIALS 
AT THE 
MEDICAL COLLEGE OF GEORGIA 
llllll 
|omen Helping Women 
the Herpevac Trill fpr Women: 
■ A Hirpn VHtine S|i| 
For women age 18-30 without oral or genital herpes 
This study of an experimental vaccine might protect women against 
herpes. 
Participants receive: 
• Free screening for herpes 
• An investigational vaccine against herpes or I 
'   Financial compensation for time and travel 
titisA 
For more information, contact: 
Medical College of Georgia 
706-721-2535 
877-643-1414 (toll-free) 
womens health@mcg.eclu 
www.herpevaccine.nih.gov 
GSU study participants 
will be seen at the GSU 
Health Center 
This vaccine CANNOT give you herpes. 
.:' 
Wednesday, April 11 
• Deadline for grad students to 
submit electronic theses and 
dissertations for final review 
11 a.m. - 6:30 p.m. 
Blood drive 
Russell Union Ballroom 
11 a.m.- 1p.m. 
Five Days for Darfur 
Russell Union Rotunda 
2 p.m. - 3 p.m. 
RUF 
Russell Union 2043 
5 p.m.- 10 p.m. 
RHJB hearing 
Russell Union 2054 
6 p.m. - 8 p.m. 
SGA meeting 
Russell Union 2047 
7 p.m. - 9 p.m. 
NAACP meeting 
Russell Union 2080 
8 p.m.- 10 p.m. 
Movie: We Are Marshall 
Russell Union theatre 
7 p.m. - 8 p.m. 
Professor Bible study 
IT lecture hall 1005 
7 p.m. - 9 p.m. 
NAACP meeting' 
Russell Union 2080 
7 p.m. - 9 p.m. 
Anime crew 
Russell Union 2042 
7:30 p.m. 
"Long Days Journey Into Night" 
Black Box Theatre 
Admission $4 for students 
Thursday, April 12 
11 a.m.- 1p.m. 
Five Days for Darfur 
Russell Union Rotunda 
12:30 p.m.-1:45 p.m. 
Women's Chorus 
Williams Center Dining Hall 
3 p.m. - 5 p.m. 
Student Employee of the Year 
Russell Union Commons 
4 p.m. - 6 p.m. 
McNair induction ceremony 
Russell Union 2084 
4 p.m. - 7 p.m. 
ROTC awards ceremony 
IT auditorium 1004 
6 p.m. - 8:30 p.m. 
CLEC lecture 
Jim Hotz 
Nessmith Lane Assembly Hall 
7 p.m. - 8p.m. 
Native American student 
organization meeting 
Russell Union 2071 
7 p.m. - 8 p.m. 
Collegiate 4-H meeting 
Russell Union 2043 
7:30 p.m. 
"Long Days Journey Into Night" 
Black Box Theatre 
Admission $4 for students 
8 p.m. - 10 p.m. 
Movie: We Are Marshall 
Russell Union theatre 
8 p.m. - 10 p.m. 
DIMES model practice 
Russell Union 2048 
EAT 
04-09-2007 
• A Blackberry cell phone 
was taken from the RAC. 
• A case of financial identity 
theft was reported at Ken- 
nedy Hall. 
• A purse was taken from 
a vehicle in the Ceramics 
Studio parking lot. 
• Officers issued four traf- 
fic warnings, investigated 
three traffic accidents and 
assisted one motorist 
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Darfur 
from page 1 
ribbons at the Rotunda from 11 a.m.- 
1 p.m each day. 
Gazaway, a senior, is a psychology 
major with Spanish minor. 
Earlier this year, Gazaway was 
nominated and accepted to atend 
a conference at Spelman Colege in 
Atlanta that addressed the issues in 
Darfur. 
There she was inspired to organize 
the awareness week. 
"Part of atending the conference 
was commiting to make a diference 
at my school, and that's what I'm try- 
ing to do," she said. 
The week wil end with a Genocide > Awareness Dinner at the Kennedy 
Hal multi-purpose room on Tuesday, 
April 17 at 7 p.m. 
Students can atend the dinner for 
free if they RSVP before Tuesday. 
"Its important for people to come 
to the dinner to learn more about 
the curent situation in Darfur," said 
Nick Arzilo, a graduate assistant at 
theMSC. 
"Students need to be aware 
because they can make an impact 
by spreading the news to their fam- 
ily and friends and, thus, causing a 
ripple efect." 
The dinner wil include an 
introduction by Gazaway, a brief 
documentary on Darfur, a speech 
by Africana Studies professor Saba 
Jalow and a reading from the Darfur 
essay contest winner, which wil be 
announced that night. 
Gazaway hopes that GSU wil 
one day have a student organization 
dedicated to bringing awareness 
about global issues to the campus and 
Buloch County community. 
"I believe colege students have 
the power to change the world but 
first we must educate ourselves," 
said Gazaway. 
To get more information about 
the "Five Days for Darfur" awareness 
week, contact Gazaway at agazaway@ 
georgiasouthern.edu 
If you would like to reserve a 
spot for the Genocide Awareness 
Dinner or find out about upcoming 
MSC events, contact the MSC at 
912-681-5409. 
Gifts from page 1 
Waste reduction is crucial in sav- 
ing our environment and we need to 
educate ourselves and change the way 
we live. Below are some useful websites 
to help the environment. 
Freecycle.org 
Whether you need a used dining 
table for your new apartment, or are 
looking to get rid of that comfy sofa 
you've used for years, this is your go-to 
website. Withlocalvolunteeringmod- 
erators, including one for Statesboro 
and Savannah, you can join in the 
efort to help keep waste reduction 
to a minimum by giving (and geting) 
stuf for free without having to deal 
with shipping hassles or costs. This is 
a win-win situation at its best! 
Shopgoodwil.com 
You stil have to drive to the nearest 
Goodwil stores to donate your gently 
used items, but check out their web site 
to bid anything from vintage dresses 
to used laptop. They also guarantee 
that 85 percent of revenues from the 
auction sales wil go to Goodwil's 
education, training and job placement 
programs for people with disabilities 
and other bariers. 
Platoscloset.com 
Plato's Closet prides itself in being a 
"unique recycling retail store" and is al 
about "being fashion savvy and shop- 
ping smart." They wil not only accept, 
butwil also payyou (cash!) to bring in 
gently used, brand-name clothing for 
teens and twentysomethings. 
This is worth the drive to their 
nearest location in Savannah. 
Grn.com 
The Global Recycling Network is a 
giant network that promotes trade in 
waste products bybringing buyers and 
selers together. You can trade used 
consumer items from used tires to 
kitchen appliances or find companies 
that make products that are made of 
recycled stuf. 
CHEESE 
ONE TOPPING 
EXTRA TOPPINGS 
GARDEN FRESH 
Mushrooms, Onions, Green Peppers, Black Olives & Tomatoes 
ALL THE MEATS  
Pepperoni, Ham, Bacon & Sausage 
THE WORKS  
Pepperoni, Ham, Italian Sausage, Mushrooms, Onions, Green 
Peppers & Black Olives 
GRILLED CHICKEN SPECIALTIES 
2ND PIZZA DEAL 
Equal or Smaler Size (Limit 3) with Equal or Fewer Toppings 
Smal 
7.99 
8.98 
.99 
10.99 
10.99 
10.99 
10.99 
6.99 
Medium 
8.99 
10.28 
1.29 
12.99 
12.99 
12.99 
12.99 
7.99 
Large   Pan   X Large 
10.99 
12.48 
1.49 
15.99 
11.99 
13.48 
1.49 
16.99 
12.99 
14.78 
1.79 
17.99 
15.99 16.99 17.99 
15.99 16.99 17.99 
15.99 16.99 17.99 
8.99 8.99 9.99 
TOPPINGS 
Mushrooms Ground Beef 
Bacon Black Olives 
Italian Sausage Banana Peppers 
Roma Tomatoes Extra Cheese 
Pineapple Jalapeno Peppers 
Ham Griled Chicken 
Pepperoni Sausage 
Anchovies Green Peppers 
Onions 
SIDE ITEMS 
Cheesesticks 5.49 Cinna Swirl 2.99 
Chickenstrips 5.99 BBQ or Bufalo Wings 6.99 
Breadsticks 3.29 2 Liter of Coca-Cola® 2.39 
Garlic Parmesan Breadsticks 3.99 
CALL VOWR PAPA.* 
We're open for lunch, dinner and late night! 
Or order online at www.papajohns.com 
Store Hours 
Sunday 11:00 AM-12:00 AM 
Monday - Thursday 11:00 AM-2:00 AM 
Friday & Saturday 11:00 AM-3:00 AM 
Statesboro 
620 Fair Rd. 
871-7272 
Beter Ingredients Beter Pizza. 
VISA 
>A| 
EARLY WEEK SPECIAL 
: One Medium One Topping Pizza 
14.99 
i Mondays & Tuesdays Only. Caryout Only 
j ORIGINAL CRUST ONLY. Expires 5/31/07. Coupon Required. Ofer good for a limited lime at 
Fair Rd. location only. Additional toppings extra Not valid with any other coupons or 
discounts. Customer responsible for al applrcable taxes. 
BORO SPECIAL 
One Large One Topping Pizza 
*?.99 
ORIGINAL OR THIN CRUST WHERE AVAILABLE. PAN PIZZA EXTRA. Expires 5/31/07. Coupon Required 
Ofer good for a limited time at Fair Rd. location only Additional loppings extra Mot valid with 
any other coupons or discounts. Limited delivery area, charges may apply. Customer 
responsible for al applicable taxes. 
PIZ2A £ mms 
One Large One Topping Pizza & an 
Order of Wings H*.99 
ORIGINAL OR THIN CRUST WHERE AVAILABLE. PAN PIZZA EXTRA. Expires 5/31/07. Coupon Required 
Olter good for a limited time at Fair Rd. location only. Additional toppings extra. Not valid with 
any other coupons or discounts. Limited delivery area, charges may apply. Customer 
responsible for al applicable taxes. 
CARHYOVT SPECIAL 
Two Large One Topping Pizzas *«.99 
Caryout Only 
ORIGINAL OR THIN CRUST WHERE AVAILABLE. PAN PIZZA EXTRA. Expires 5/31/07. 
Coupon Required. Ofer good for a limited lime at Fair Rd. location only. Additional toppings 
extra. Not valid with any other coupons or discounts Customer responsible lor al 
applicable taxes 
MANAGER SPECIAL 
One Large Two Topping Pizza 
& an Order of Cheesesticks M.99 
ORIGINAL OR THIN CRUST WHERE AVAILABLE. PAN PIZZA EXTRA. Expires 5/31/07. Coupon Required. 
Ofer good lor a limited time at Fair Rd. location only. Additional toppings extra Not valid with 
any other coupons or discounts. Limited delivery area, charges may apply. Customer 
responsible for al applicable taxes 
BIG PAPA 
One Extra Large Two Topping Pizza 
HO.** 
ORIGINAL CRUST ONLY. Expires 5/31/07. Coupon Requited. Ofer good for a limited lime at 
Fair Rd location only Additional toppings extra. Not valid with any other coupons or discounts. 
Limited delivery area, charges may apply. Customer responsible for al applicable taxes. 
PAPA'S TREAT 
One Large One Topping Pizza 
& a Cinna Swirl 19.99 
ORIGINAL OR THIN CRUST WHERE AVAILABLE. PAN PIZZA EXTRA. Expires 5/31/07. 
Coupon Required. Ofer good for a limited time at Fair Rd. location only Additional toppings 
extra. Not valid with any other coupons or discounts Limited delivery area, charges 
may apply. Customer responsible for al applicable taxes.    , 
PAPA'S TIME SAVE* 
One Medium One Topping Pizza 
& a 2 Liter of Coca-Cola® ia.99 
ORIGINAL CRUST ONLY, Expires 5/31/07. Coupon Required. Ofer good for a limited time 
Fair Rd. location only. Additional toppings extra. Not valid with any other coupons or 
discounts delivery area, charges may apply. Customer responsible for al applicable taxes. 
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"Most human beings have an almost 
infinite capacity for taking things for 
granted." 
-Aldous Huxley 
OUR VIEW 
America's greedy appetite for destruction 
AT ISSUE: Obesity is becoming a leading cause of death in the U.S., as other countries continue to combat starvation 
It's a shame that Americans continue to 
ignore the genocide and destruction taking 
place in Darfur, choosing instead to continue 
focusing on the occupation of Iraq. Our na- 
tional and physical health is at risk because of 
our desires to have the most of everything. 
American's greed for oil, wealth and tons 
of food has left millions of us dying from obe- 
sity-related diseases while millions of people 
across the globe are dying from starvation. The 
average American family throws away more 
food per week than families in Darfur have 
to eat in a week. 
But luckily, some Georgia Southern stu- 
dents are working to make more people aware 
of the plight that people in Darfur are facing. 
Concerned students and faculty at GSU are 
working together to promote awareness of the 
situation with "Five Days for Darfur." 
During the week-long event, students will 
distribute informative pamphlets, give away 
ribbons to show that people care and sell 
bracelets to raise money for victims at Russell 
Union every morning this week. So if you see 
students at Russell Union trying to get your 
attention, take the time to stop by and find out 
what is happening in the world. 
It's time to start paying attention to other 
nations who desparately need our attention, 
our time, our donations, our sympathy, our 
suggestions and our charity. 
Our society and culture indulge in every- 
thing to the extreme, so why not make that 
extreme into something positive, like dona- 
tions to charities that are working diligently 
to help the starving and oppressed people in 
Darfur. 
It's time for Americans to show concern for 
other people than ourselves, and reach out to 
help other people and nations in need. 
Anthony Parrillo 
is a senior from 
Hinesville, Ga. 
He is a guest 
columnist for The 
George-Anne 
Daily. 
Wellness Wednesday 
UNIVERSITY WELLNESS COUNCIL 
Living healthy vs 
obesity epidemic 
In Georgia, one-in-four adults is obese, 14 percent of 
students in middle schools and 11 percent of those in high 
schools are obese. Physical activity is one of the key elements 
of living a longer, healthier, hapjty life. It is a stress reliever 
and a mood booster, and can help a person achieve and 
maintain a healthy weight, and lower one's risk for chronic 
disease. Being physically active improves self-esteem, feel- 
ings of well-being, increases fitness, helps build and maintain 
bones, muscles, and joints, builds endur- 
ance, enhances flexibility, helps manage 
weight, lowers the risk of heart disease, 
colon cancer, and diabetes, helps control 
blood pressure and reduces feelings of 
anxiety and depression. 
Health professionals who work in 
schools and universities naturally under- 
stand and promote such a lifestyle. For 
example, elementary, middle and high 
schools, health andphys edclassesprovide 
students with fitness education and a solid 
foundation in current health issues. This 
is consistent with the broader mission of 
education: building students' intellectual, vocational, social, 
physical, creative and cultural capabilities. America's colleges 
and universities offer courses that promote and support a 
healthy lifestyle while fulfilling curricular requirements in 
healthful living and physical activity; recreation facilities are 
also available to this end. GSU does this very well. 
But Georgia's children aren't doing well enough in the 
lifestyle department. According to the states Division of 
Public Health, only 61 percent of high school students report 
that they engage in vigorous activity, and only 25 percent are 
moderately active; nearly one-in-eight are obese. These levels 
of regular physical activity are far below the national goals set 
in Healthy People 2010 for youth, and must be addressed in 
our state if there is any hope of reversing the trend. 
A recent survey of GSU students suggests similar pat- 
terns of behavior. One in four students on campus perceives 
him/herself to be overweight; females are more likely to 
view themselves in this way. Students who think they are 
overweight are less active. Conversely, students who are not 
overweight are more than twice as likely as those who are 
overweight to exercise one or two days per week, more than 
two and one-half times as likely to exercise 3 to 5 days-per- 
week and nearly three times as likely to exercise 6 or 7 days 
per week. For those who perceive themselves as overweight, 
almost 90 percent are trying to lose weight, and about five 
in six report exercise as the means of doing so. 
So what can you do? If you have a busy life, how can you 
find the time to be more physically active? .The Live Healthy 
Georgia campaign, at www.livehealthygeorgia.org provides 
the following tips that will help you incorporate more activity 
into your daily routine. 
• Take the stairs 
• Put on your favorite music and dance 
• Park farther away from your destination 
• Get on or off the bus several blocks away 
• Walk during breaks at work 
• Walk, cycle, or jog to work, the store, or to school 
• Exercise while watching TV 
The good news is that at GSU opportunity abounds. 
CRI provides programs and facilities designed to enrich the 
life-long learning process for all on campus. The newly-ex- 
panded RAC offers aquatics, fitness programs and informal 
recreation, CRI offers club and intramural sports, as well as 
Southern Adventures. So, get involved.. .and live healthy! 
Write Anthony Parrillo wellness@georgiasouthern.edu 
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Frenchi Jones a M i 
Comments out of line anytime 
When I first heard the comments 
talk show host Don Imus made 
during his syndicated radio show 
about the female 
basketball team 
at Rutgers Uni- 
versity, I found 
myself cringing 
at the deplorable 
■and insulting 
verbiage he used 
Frenchi Jones to describe such 
is a junior from . , , . 
Lakewood,Wa. hardworking 
She is a writer for women and Stu- 
The George-Anne dents. Here you 
had a group of 
women from different backgrounds 
who have achieved some of the 
most impressive accomplishments 
being reduced down to a group of 
"nappy-headed ho's" by a self-pro- 
claimed funnyman. It would be an 
understatement to say that I found 
Imus' comments to be no laughing 
matter. 
However, after listening to the 
Rev. Al Sharpton grill Imus during 
an online interview on his talk show 
and call for his resignation, I started 
to question whether or not a rapper 
like 50 Cents or a comedian like Chris 
Rock or Dave Chappell would have 
been greeted with the same bitterness 
and reproach. 
I think not. As a matter of fact, 
I know not. Why should Imus be 
fired for saying something that is 
constantly perpetuated in our own 
society? Every day it seems like I walk 
around campus listening to young 
men refer to females as hos. I hear 
it on the radio and on distasteful 
music videos and movies. It is a sad 
day in a nation when anyone, and 
I do mean anyone, would demean 
the character of others for their 
own self-indulgence, be it publicly 
or privately. 
I think the biggest issue concern- 
ing Imus' remarks is not whether or 
not he should be fired, but whether 
we are ready to change the way we 
view and talk about one another so 
that another group of young women 
will never have to endure the hu- 
miliation and hurt that such harsh 
words cause. 
Imus remarks made for shock value 
On April 4, Don Imus made a 
racially-charged comment about the 
Rutgers woman's basketball team, 
referring to them as "nappy-headed 
hos." 
Now, I'm not 
here to defend 
the guy, but Don 
Imus is a shock 
jock The term 
shockjockrefers 
to someone who 
airs controversial 
or offensive ma- 
terial. MSNBC 
knows this and 
knew it when they hired him in the 
first place. 
This is the kind of stuff Imus does 
and says on his show and he says it 
Mike Overmier 
is a pre com- 
munication arts 
major from Car- 
rollton, Ga. 
frequentiy. Its whattheypayhimtodo. 
He has repeatedly referred to Arabs 
as "rag heads," he's referred to black, 
female PBS anchor, Gwen Ifill, as "the 
cleaning lady," and has consistently 
degraded female journalists andnews 
readers. 
Sharpton recently said on his 
radio program that Imus must be 
fired and must be held more ac- 
countable because he is on more of 
a mainstream program that features 
news and prominent guests. 
Why can't we hold rap artists 
accountable for the music that they 
put out? Why hasn't anyone talked 
about Ludacris's song, "ho"? What 
about 50 cent's song, "surrounded 
by hos" where he says the N-word 
seven times in just the chorus alone 
or Snoop Dog's song, "Can you con- 
trol yo ho"? 
I realize that these songs are in a 
different context to what Imus said but 
why can'tweholdrappers accountable 
for a message that is much worse and 
much more widespread in the U.S.? 
Imus has already apologized about 
three different times and MSNBC 
has decided to suspend his show for 
two weeks, which should be enough 
for him to realize he needs to get his 
act together. 
Again, what he said wasn't funny 
and it wasn't appropriate but to fire 
him for saying "nappy headed ho" 
while Snoop Dog is rapping about 
slapping "niggas," "bitches" and "hos" 
is not only hypocritical, it's reverse 
racism. 
Zac Case is a 
freshman vocal 
music major from 
Sylvester, Ga. He is 
sports editor for The 
George-Anne Daily. 
Zac Case 
CASE IN POINT 
Gas prices could 
have positive side 
Ever since the rather unattractive twins Katrina and Rita 
made themselves unwelcome guests in the South two years 
ago, their disastrous presence has been felt in the wallets and 
bank accounts of Americans across the nation. 
I am not referring to charity efforts, of course - it is not 
as if the pithy usual donation of one dollar will put someone 
in the red - but to the increase in gas prices attributed to 
shut down refineries along the Gulf Coast. 
Prices shot up during the weeks after the storms, have 
fluctuated since, but remain uncomfort- 
ably high for most drivers. However, 
what many fail to realize as they grumble 
at the pump is that these higher prices 
may actually be a good thing. Surprised? 
Good. 
The reason why these spikes are 
blessings in disguise is not in the extra 
money we pay to oil companies but in 
ourchangingperceptiontowards"Texas 
tea." We as a nation have disregarded 
oil supplies except when there has been 
a major shortage. Otherwise, we have 
burned gas without a second thought, while scientists and 
environmentalists have begged us to stop. 
An interesting topic to bring up in my defense is the 
"Hubbert peak theory' which dictates that resources, such 
as oil, are placed on a roughly bell-shaped curve. On the 
left side of the topmost point, it is easy to extract a resource 
cheaply and get much of it. On the right side of the peak, 
supplies dwindle and it becomes more expensive to get less 
of the product. 
According to Hubbert, thispeak, and the transition from 
much for little to little for much, would occur in 2000. He 
was off by four years — it is generally agreed that this peak 
occurred in spring of 2004 - but increasingly, oil will be a 
precious commodity. In short, the problem we feel now is 
just the start. 
A fact being bandied about currently is that if the miles 
per gallon rate in cars had been increased by just a few pips, 
there would be no sting at all from the shutdown refineries. 
Of course, there are the hybrids that no one thinks about. 
Hybrids emerged as an alternative to gasoline-only 
cars and as a "look how green I am" status symbol for 
celebrities. But outside of Hollywood, their popularity has 
not exactly sky-rocketed. Despite some getting 50+ miles 
to the gallon, people prefer cruising in their gas-guzzling 
sports cars and SUVs. 
Perhaps people are just resistant to change. Perhaps they, 
like me, over-identify with their cars and find it difficult to 
make the switch. Or, here's a thought, maybe people just 
don't care about using so much gas. 
Whatever the reason, they're are still alternatives. Most 
don't think about the use of public transportation. The "wel- 
fare states" of Europe have solved this problem, no matter 
what one may say about socialism or unemployment. Gas 
prices are already high there and yet nobody is rioting in 
the streets. Instead, public transportation is clean, cheap, 
efficient, quick and routine, especially compared to our 
American system. We should be taking notes. 
Last of all, we need to find a replacement for oil. Not 
only is it damaging to our environment, I would hope I do 
not have to prattle on about global warming and pollution 
like smog, but it will become economically unviable in the 
near future. As Americans, we need to stop using so much 
gas. If horrendously high oil prices are the way this has to 
be accomplished, well, so be it. Sometimes a little pain can 
be good. 
Write Zac at gasports@georgiasouthern.edu 
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Now you can place your classified ads online... For Commercial 
Ads, Visit... 
http://www.gsuads.com 
...and create, place, proof and pay for your ad online. Just $7 for 
200 characters. In partnership with Universal Advertising. 
Free ads for students, faculty & staff (non-commercial): visit us 
online at... 
www.gadaily.com/class_ad_sub.php 
You must include your names, address and phone number 
for freebies. No phone calls please, at this price we don't take 
dictation. 
CLASSIFIED 
CATEGORIES 
100 Announcements 
110 Auditions 
120 Freebies 
130 Lost & Found 
140 Other Announcements 
100 Buy or Sell 
210 Autos for Sale 
220 Auto Parts for Sale 
230 Bicycles for Sale 
240 Books for Sale 
250 Computers & Software 
260 Miscellanneous for Sale 
270 Motorcycles for Sale 
280 Trade& Barter 
290 Wanted 
300 Employment & Job 
Services 
310 Career& Job Services 
320  Child Care Needed 
330  Child Care Provider 
340 Internships/Volunteer 
350  Jobs/Full Time 
360  Jobs/PartTime 
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380  University Work 
390  Wanted Jobs 
400 Housing & Real Estate 
410 Apartments 
420  Lofts & Rooms 
430  Mobile Homes 
440  Real Esate for Sale 
450 Roommates Wanted 
460  Storage& Moving 
Services 
470 Student Housing * 
480  Sub Leases 
490 Vacation Rentals 
500 Personals 
500  Personals 
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610  Education &Tutoring 
620  Financial Aid/Loans 
630  Legal Services 
640  Resumes/Typing/DTP 
650  Services/Miscellaneous 
700 Travel 
710  Spring BreakTravel 
800 Transportation/Rides 
800 Transportation/Rides 
900 Miscellaneous 
910  Pets & Pet Supplies 
Crossword 
ACROSS 
1 Bulk 
5 "A Streetcar 
Named Desire" 
character 
11 Remote 
14 Empowered 
15 Made neat 
16 Fuss 
17 Celestial pulsar 
19 Dine 
20 Inhuman 
creatures 
21 Crumb carrier 
22 Formal letter 
24 Lack of color 
27 Shortcomings 
28 Commercial 
pieces 
29 Part of an eye 
31 Really small 
34 Fast-food option 
35 Easy task 
38 Annapolis letters 
39 Excoriate 
42 Bullpen stat 
43 Cry out loud 
45 Rabbit relative 
46 Waistcoats 
48 Dwell 
50 Lawn moisture 
51 Personal views 
53 Wheel of 
fortune? 
58 Drunker 
60 Bellow 
61 Competed 
62 Eminem's music 
63 Becomes more 
level 
66 Small bill 
67 Imposes, as 
taxes 
68 Catholic leader 
69 Mouse surface 
70 Puts up 
71 Mimic 
DOWN 
1 Craze 
2 Aids in 
wrongdoing 
3 Partly melted 
snow 
4 Immovable 
5 Rocks 
6 Traces of color 
7 Asner and 
Ames 
1 2 3 
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8 Dieter's . 
catchword 
9 Jumping game 
10 Dantleyofthe 
NBA 
11 Freeway speed 
zones 
12 Fully grown 
13 Lassos 
18 Travis and 
Quaid 
23 Instigates 
litigation 
25 Actor McKellen 
26 Diligent searcher | 
30 Shrek, for one 
31 Bath place 
32 NASA partner 
33 Absorbed 
completely 
34 Warty 
amphibian 
36 Gallery filler 
37 Ballerina steps 
40 Cheater 
41 Writer Waugh 
44 Kodak 
attachment 
New Voices. 
New Services, 
New Attitude. 
www.gadaily.com 
There is No Option! 
47 She sheep 
49 Quell 
50 Illegal coercion 
51 Barber's 
sharpener 
52 Climbing vine 
54 Two quartets 
55 Group of 
scouts 
56 Brownish gray 
57 Word on a door 
59 Glowing review 
64 Muscle spasm 
65 Whirlpool tub 
Going to Court 
©2007 PuzzleJunction.com 
Can you match up the "courts" in the first column with their meanings 
in the second column? Good luck! 
1. Court minutes 
2. Castle's court 
3. Enclosed court 
4. Court crier 
5. Court order    ■ 
6. Court session 
7. Court assembly 
8. Court writ 
9. Court decree 
10. Court juristiction 
(a) Beadle 
(b) Levee' 
(c)-Soke 
(d) Oyer 
(e) Parvis 
(f) Acta 
(g) Arret 
(h) Assize 
(i) Mandamus 
(j) Bailey 
Eagle Print Shop 
Headquarters For All Your 
Printing, Binding, & Copying Needs! 
Hours Monday - Friday 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. 
Snakes in he Grass 
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ADDER GARTER MILK 
ANACONDA HAMADRYAD MOCCASIN 
" ASP HARLEQUIN OPHIDIAN 
BOA HOGNOSE PYTHON 
COBRA HOODED RACER 
CONSTRICTOR HORNED RATTLER 
COPPERHEAD KRAIT SERPENT 
CORAL LORA SIDEWINDER 
COTTONMOUTH MAMBA VIPER 
Announcements 
100-199 
140 Other 
Announcements 
Communication Arts Depart- 
ment sponsored tailgate at 
GSU Blue and White Game. 
April 21st @ 11 am. Support 
fellow students and purchase 
BBQ plate or raffle ticket for 
GSU signed football. 
Reach Georgia Southern stu- 
dents with a publication they 
really read... Over 100,000 
copies of the G-A Daily cir- 
culate each month. For more 
info: ads@georgiasouthern. 
edu 
Blue and White Game Tail- 
gate! Saturday April 21st @i 
11 am in front of Paulson Stadi- 
um. BBQ Plates and a chance 
to win a GSU autographed 
football! 
Buy or Sell 
200*299 
210 Autos for Sale 
1994 Saturn SC2. Fair condi- 
tion. Needs A/C repaired and 
radiator repairs but it runs. 
New Altenator, starter, battery, 
Belt, water hose. Contact Ta- 
sha at (912)332-0553. Please 
leave message with name and 
number if 1 don't answer. 
$1600 FOR 92 Explorer call 
dwayne or erica 912541 1134 
or 912 481 7402 
2003 Ford F-150 XLT. V- 
8, extended cab. Red, only 
25k miles. Great condition, 
6 CD player, new speakers, 
Flowmaster series'40 exhaust 
system, stainless steel toolbox, 
bedliner. Power everything. 
Only $12,500. Call Ben at 
912-257-5615. 
For Sale: 2005 Nissan Xterra, 
Ilk Miles, Beautiful, in ex- 
cellent condition! $19,000 
obo. Call Joey @ 404-862- 
0695 
260 Miscellaneous 
 for Sale 
Bedroom suit for sale. Dress- 
er, bed frame (queen or full), 
night stand, and chest of 
drawers. $400 OBO a must 
sell. Please email Justin for 
pictures or call. jhickma3@ 
email.georgiasouthern.edu 
or 229.891.6677 
1 round table & 1 square table 
& lamps for sale. The tables 
measure 42 x30 and I can 
deliver them. For more info 
including what kind of lamps, 
please call 912-678-3179 
Weight machine with bench, 
butterfly, curl, leg curl, mili- 
tary press, leg raises and 
more. Weider brand, great 
condition with book. $75 
delivered in the boro or 50$ 
for pickup. Call Albert at 
912-695-7146. 
Manuaul Engine Hoist for 
Sale. Can lift 1500 pound 
Motor. Call 9125410399. 
Ask for Jay 
PA Sound System- Pyle 
Pro Audio. Includes 2 - 12" 
subs, with horns in cabinets. 
6 channel amplifier sound 
board with equalizer. In great 
shape, only used twice. Per- 
fect for a band or acoustic 
performer. 
valued at $800. asking $500 
OBO 
Dresser for Sale 
Excellent condition: 16x70, 
six big drawers.... 
one year old. has matching 
mirror and I can deliver it. 
For more info including 
price, please call 912-678- 
3179 
Brand new 500 watt power 
supply for ATX computer 
cases, tones of molex plugs 
and a few sata. $60 cal I Alex @ 
478-714-1706 if interested. 
Bedroom furniture for sale: 
dresser, nightstand, bed frame, 
and chest of drawers. Would 
like to sell together, but will 
sell by piece. Nice solid wood, 
in good shape. Email me for 
pics jhickma3@email.geor- 
giasouthern.edu $400 for the 
set OBO. 
Magnavox 21 inch for sale. 
TV is only 4 years old and 
comes with two remotes. Will* 
deliver if needed, asking price 
is $60. For more info, please 
call 912-678-3179. 
Don't throw away that junk... 
turn your trash into cash. 
Trying selling it online and 
in print with a G-A Daily ac- 
tion classified ad. It's free for 
students. Visit www.gadaily. 
com to find out more! 
Dresser and night stand for 
sale. Bought new last year 
and has only had one owner. 
I'm selling them as a set for 
$200, but price is negotiable. 
Furniture will be available for 
pickup on May 6th. Half of the 
payment is expected in order 
for furniture to be held. Please 
call Henry @ 229-869-9210.   \ 
FOR SALE: Wesl;b G.30 
Treadmill ($150). In great 
condition; only owned since 
late February 2007. Please 
contact Segio or Joyce at 912- 
681-9308. 
For Sale: 2 Dark Blue couches 
(love seat & long couch) & 
TV /Ent. Center. All in good 
condition! Offer Price! Any 
questions or comments call 
(478)397-8532. 
I have a TI-81 and a TI-83 
for sale. Both are graph- 
ing calculates and the TI-83 
comes with software. $50 for 
then 81/$75 for the TI-83. 
For more info, please call 
912-678-3179. 
270 Motorcycles for 
 Sale 
Pampered Chef Kitchen Tools, 
Kitchen Shows, Bridal Show- 
ers Registry, free, half-price 
and discounts. Call 681-7453 
after 5:30 p.m. 
MOTORCYCLE! 2003 HON- 
DA CBR600RR. Red and 
black. Excellent condition. 
9100 miles, lots of aftermarket 
pails and accessories. http://lo- 
ligagger.dotphoto.com $7000 
obo 912-678-9729 
Employment & 
Job Services 
300-399 
320 Child Care 
 Needed 
Bilingual? I am looking for 
a female to introduce my 
infant to foriegn linguistics. 1 
am happy to work with your 
schedule: either a few hours a 
day or one day a week. Baby 
Sitting experience preferred. 
912.601.3111 or christygri- 
ner@yahoo.com 
350 Jobs/Full Time 
BARTENDING! Up to $250 
a Day. No Experience Nec- 
essary. Training Available. 
Age 18+ OK 1-800-965-6520 
XT-296 
360 Jobs/Part Time 
LIFEGUARDS: Hiring fl/pt 
lifeguards/pool managers. 
Cobb, Dekalb. Kennesaw. 
Woodstock. LOT and CPR 
classes available. Contact: Al- 
lison 770-485-3672, allison® 
nautixpools.com, or online 
at WWW. NAUTIXPOOLS. 
COM 
380 University Work vj 
  i 
1 Work-Study position avail- 
able for Summer '07, Fall '07, 
and Spring '08 in the Center 
for International Studies - lo- 
cated in the Forest Drive Bdlg. 
Rm. 1313. Contact An-gie 
Threatte at 681-0332 or stop 
by. CWS Authorization form 
required. 
Housing & Real 
Estate 
400-499 
410 Apartments 
1 am going to Spain next se- 
mester and need someone to 
sublease. $250 a month rent, 
big room, own bathroom. Will 
have a female roomie. Call for 
more info. 478.390.7365 
Available April 1st, 2 BR, 
2 Bath duplex, located near 
campus. All appliances fur- 
nished, including washer and 
dryer. Rent $700 per month. 
Deposit required. Utilities not 
included. No pets. Call Karen 
at 912-293-7856 or email 
k.oneal^resurgencehealth- 
group.com. 
QUIET, REASONABLY 
PRICED ($285-$450 per mo.) 
one & two bedroom apart- 
ments. NO PETS. Deposit. 
Application required. Flexible 
leases. PARKER REALTY 
(764-5623) 
420 Lofts & Rooms 
Room available in huge house 
on Main Street. Pets allowed 
all inclusive for 340. (912) 
541 4809 
Master bedroom w/ private 
bath for rent in Willowbend. 
Rent is S320 plus utilities. 
Call Reid (912)481-0952 for 
more info. 
450 Roommates 
ROOM FOR RENT in 
Burkhalter Plantation 12 
month lease starting August. 
Female. 400 per month Small 
pets allowed, contact 912-713- 
1976 or 912-429-3441 
Looking for a roommate'Try- 
ing to sublease your place? 
Put the G-A Daily to work 
for you. Free classified for 
students in print and online. 
Visit ww^/.gadaily.com for 
information 
Looking for a roommate? Call 
Chris Smith (703)626-1121 or 
Beau Payne (770)312-8875 
Looking for a female to room 
with two nice females for next 
year. 3 bd/2 ba house. You will 
get your own bathroom. Must 
love animals. Rent is $288 plus 
a split of utilities. If you have 
any questions please contact 
Allison 770-656-9105    ' 
Female looking for an apart- 
ment to sublease for Part B 
of Summer Session. Will 
stay with female or male 
roomate. Please call Katrina 
at (706)284-7233. Please leave 
a message if not answered and 
I will immediately get back 
to you. 
Two female roommates need- 
ed starting Fall 07. House with 
a pool off of Gentilly. One 
female roommate so far. Call 
Sarah (478)318-0306 
QUIET, FEMALE SENIOR 
looking to rent/sublease an 
•AFFORDABLE apartment, 
duplex, or room in a house 
for FALL 2007 SEMESTER, 
ONLY!!! I will be graduting 
in December! I am pet & 
smoke free! Open to living 
with male(s) or female(s)!!! 
PLEASE EMAIL ME at uga- 
bldawg@'yahoo.com! 
One roomate needed for next 
«orTeunr 
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Sudoku 
Very Hard 
To play: Complete the grid so that every 
row, column and every 3x3 box contains 
the digits 1 to 9. There is no guessing 
or math involved, just use logic to solve. 
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year (Fall 2007 and Spring 
2008). We've already found 
a 3 bd 2 ba house we are 
just looking for one more 
person so we can sign on it! 
Nice sized open house with 
hardwood floors throughout in 
a nice neighborhood! Pets al- 
lowed with big back yard and 
rooms are very large!! Only 
$333 a month plus utilities! 
Please get in contact with me 
Emily Beggs at 404-374-5698 
or Evan Abney at 770-377- 
5554!! Thank You!! 
2 Bedrooms available in 
a 3- bedroom house in 
Talons Lake. Sublease 
avaible for the whole sum- 
mer semester May/June 
- July. CHEAP! $350 all 
inclusive! 3rd roomate is 
female. Contact Jason. 
(770)-845-3983. j far- 
rug l@email.Georgia- 
Southern.edu. 
Roommate(s) needed for Fall 
'07!! 3 bed/2 bath house, pet 
friendly, large fenced yard 
with deck. Located off Fair Rd 
in nice neighborhood. Email 
or call Margaret for more info: 
mreeves4@georgiasouthem. 
edu, (706) 825-9457 
470 Student 
Housing 
MOSS CREEK. 3-bedroom, 
2-bath house for rent. Across 
the street from Mill Creek 
Park. Available now. W/D 
included. Ideal for upper 
level.or graduate students, 
or faculty/staff. Full house 
rents for $925/mo. Call (202) 
341-5893. 
The Landings-House for rent 
in August. 4 BR/4 BATH, 
Nice & Clean. Call Steve 
678-982-0070, slstaiman@ 
hotmail.com 
Fall 2007! 4 bed/4 bath house 
in The Landings. Very clean, 
locally owned. HSnet, cable, 
all appliances call Kyle 536- 
4047 or Robby 541-7022 
480 Sub Leases 
UNIVERSITY PINES SUB- 
LEASE Available in a 3b/3bt 
immediately. April rent is 
already paid. Available thru 
end of July. $415/monthwnich 
is 10 less than usual. Call Paul 
at 770-833-6876. 
Sub-lease Apt. For Rent $515 
a month (Assignment). Cam- 
pus Club. Call 912 687-4028. 
Two bed two bath townhouse 
located in the Garden District 
next to the pool. Available for 
sublease please call about rent 
and further information. 
Two bedrooms, 2 1/2 bath 
in Player's. Club, washer/ 
dryer, pool, and volley ball 
court!! (all inclusive) $400 
per person. Each room has 
two closets and a bathroom. 
Free internet and HBO!! If 
interested call Summer at 
(678-687-4167) 
One or Two rooms for sub- 
lease over summer break. 
Eagles Landing, Apt 4. Clean, 
low, all inclusive rent (320/ 
month), pet friendly, large 
living area and great location. 
The apt is at the front of the 
complex and very quiet. Call 
Chareice 404-917-3929 
Sublease needed for May-July 
in Campus Courtyard. Very 
NICE 2bedroom all inclusive 
apt. Walk-in closet, cable, 
internet, washer & dryer, king- 
size bed and fully furnished. 
Rent is VERY negotiable. 
For more info please call 
Ronda at 706-840-2507 or 
email Ty2much@hotmail. 
com. Thanks! 
A very spacious 1 bed/1 
bath room is available 
in a 4 bed/ 4 bath house 
for sublease anytime dur- 
ing the months of May 
through the end of July. 
The house is located at 820 
Robin Hood Trail and has 
nice hardwood floors that 
were recently installed. 
The room is very big and 
my roomates will be out 
of town for most of the 
summer. Rent is $350 per 
month but I am willing to 
negotiate if needed. The 
house is within a mile of 
GSU campus. Contact 
Will Peters 478-954-3295 
or email wpeters4@geor- 
giasouthern.edu 
You and a Friend need a place 
for the summer? 
a 2 bedroom/2 bath is avail- 
able from May until the end 
of July 
$350 All Exclusive at The 
Woodlands of Statesboro. 
Please Call 
912-678-1038 for more in- 
formation. 
FEMALE ROOMATE 
NEEDED TO SUBLEASE 2 
BR/2BAU 
I'm graduating and my won- 
derful roommate need some- 
one to live with May 7-July 
20. May rent is pro-rated. Pets 
are allowed. Private Bathroom. 
Quiet/ Upscale Neighborhood. 
Walking distance from cam- 
pus, but still allowed to buy 
decals. Call for Details (404- 
247-6205) Will go fast.... 
SUBLEASE FOR SUMMER! 
my apartment in Eagles Land- 
ing. Close to campus, spacious 
and comfort- 
3 bedroom 2 bath 
bouse available 
August 1st. 
$790montly,"Loaded." 
Includes lawn service. 
Satisfaction guaranteed, 
764-6076 or682-7468. 
able, pets welcome, HBO- 
cable, high-speed internet 
and ALL major appliances 
for $320/month. 1 or 2 rooms 
available. ALL INCLUSIVE. 
CALL 404-403-9249. 
For rent Summer 07? Eagles 
Landing 4BR Flat. Right next 
to pool. Great roomates. All 
inclusive rent $320 but willing 
to reduce. I am graduating in 
May and have to leave. Call 
Nick if you have any ques- 
tions. (256)394-6204. 
Services 
600-699 
610 Education & 
Tutoring 
FUN & STUFF Visit our 
Web site for list of things to 
do that are educational and 
fun. http://www.stp.georgia- 
southern.edu/funstuff/ 
Miscellaneous 
900-999 
910 Pets & Pet 
Supplies  
HELP! Supposedly "fixed" 
dog had puppies! 9 mo. old 
black or black & white lab 
rrfutts. 1 female (vry sweet) & 
2 male left. FREE TO GOOD 
HOME. 912-739-0719 or 912-' 
657-4903. 
Find a New Friend 
Lola! 
Lola is a 2ish American Bull Dog 
She is spayed and current on 
vaccinations. Lola is a wonderful 
and affectionate pet. She is house 
trained and enjoys sleeping in her 
foster mom's bed. Lola loves other 
dogs as well. She is an all around and 
well adjusted girl. 
Humane Society of Statesboro & 
Bulloch Co. Animal Rescue Division 
Statesboro, GA-912-681-9393 
bullochanimalrescue@yahoo.com 
www.petfinder.com 
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Who's 
pn ps IP I   PI   f   
NFL: Joey Harrington.The former 
Lion and Dolphin has signed with 
the Atlanta Falcons to back up starter 
Michael Vick. Harrington, the third 
overall draft pick in 2002, played 11 
games last season with Miami and 
threw 12 touchdowns and 15 inter- 
ceptions. 
Who's 
NOT 
NBA: Josh Smith. The Atlanta Hawks 
forward was suspended nom the team 
for two games due to his bad behavior 
on the bench at the end of a loss to 
Philadelphia last week. Smith hurled 
expletives at head coach Mike Wood- 
son during the end of regulation and 
into overtime. 
GEORGIA SOUTHERN 5, NORTH FLORIDA 4 
Eagles hold off early rally for win 
Jamie Tuten/STAFF 
Junior Jeremiah Parker goes to catch a ball from pitcher John Ducey attempting to tag a Furman run- 
ner and get the out in a recent game at J.I. Clements Stadium 
By Lelan Washington 
Staff writer   ' 
The Eagles pulled out a one-run win over North 
Florida 5-4 last night to follow up Sundays win. 
Night games have plagued the Eagles who are only 
4-8 under the moonlight this season. 
The bulk of their runs came in the second inning, 
started off by a Mike Economos single to left field. 
Economos moved into scoring position on a balk. 
After walking Jerimiah Parker, a quick pitching 
change did not keep the Eagles from success as Matt 
Miller doubled to left field scoring Economos for 
the 1-0 lead. Then Beckham RBI singled to score 
Miller and Parker to put them ahead 3-0. Finally, 
after Chtis Hollis is walked, Griffin Benedict singled 
to left field to score Beckham and leave the innning 
up 4-0 with two left on. 
Matt Miller really got things going for the Eagles 
RBIingonhisfirstatbat. "With a guy on second, I 
drove him in. I advanced on the throw and we got 
on second and third and Jeremy Beckham came 
up with the big two run RBI hit pretty much set 
the tone, I think," said Miller. 
Economos scored again in the third off of 
Parker's RBI double to right center putting the 
Eagles up 5-0 where they would stay on pins 
and needles. 
Starting pitcher John Ducey allowed only one 
run before he fell into a slump in the top of the 
fourth where North Florida scored three runs. 
Ducey was replaced by Burt Barto who ended the 
inning only allowing one more run stopping the 
North Florida comeback at 5-4. 
But Barto picked up his first win on the season 
with some clutch pitching from A,J. Batisto in the 
ninth. Batisto closed out the inning with three 
straight exciting strikeouts to seal the win for 
Georgia Southern. 
"I didn't want to let the team down again like 
last weekend. It feels good to put back to back 
wins together," said Batisto. 
The Eagles are now back over .500 at 19-18 
but still have work to do with the home stretch 
of the season coming to an end. "Getting a win 
during the week gives us momentum going into 
the weekend," said Coach Bennett. 
"We need to do a beter job extending the lead. 
We made a couple mistakes that kept the game 
closer then it should've been," said Bennett. "Things 
we have to do better this weekend is base running 
and executing offensively." 
"This will continue to build our confidence 
heading into our key conference series," said 
pitcher Batisto. 
The Eagles will engage in some conference play 
this weekend against College of Charleston. The 
game starts Friday night at 7p.m. at J.I. Clements 
stadium. 
Braves continue streak with shutout over Nationals 
McClatchy Newspapers 
Less than two weeks into the season, the gap 
between the top and bottom of the NL East already 
looks imposing. 
Tim Hudson pitched three-hit ball over seven 
innings and Jeff Francouer drove in five runs, send- 
ing the Atlanta Braves to an 8-0 victory Tuesday 
night that extended the hapless Nationals' losing 
streak to five. 
Washington (1-7) has been outscored 53-18, 
falling behind by at least 3-0 in every game. The 
Nationals haven't scored in the first three innings of 
any game and never led at the time of any pitch . 
Matt Chico (0-1), slowed by flu, allowed four 
runs -- one earned -- and six hits in 4 2-3 in- 
nings. 
Arizona's Livan Hernandez took a no-hitter 
into the sixth against Washington on Sunday, 
and Hudson (1-0) held the Nationals without a 
hit for 4 2-3 innings before Belliard blooped a 
single. Hudson struck out seven and walked one, 
lowering his ERA to 0.64. 
"I hear the guys pulling for each other but 
things are not happening," Acta said. "And also, 
it was no easy cookie for us out there. It was Tim 
Hudson at his best. Too much Hudson for us, 
basically, tonight." 
Mike Gonzalez and Chad Paronto combined 
to finish the four-hitter. 
"I couldn't ask for a better start to my season," 
.Hudson said. "As a team we couldn't ask for a 
better start, either." 
Andruw Jones hit his first homer of the season 
for the Braves, who are 6-1 for the first time since 
winning seven of their first eight en route to the 
1995 World Series title. 
Jones .had a fourth-inning homer that landed 
about seven rows deep in the left-field seats. 
After Belliard dropped Edgar Renteria's popup 
in the fifth, Francouer hit a two-run double over 
Ryan Church in center, then scored on Brian 
McCann's double, which chased Chico. 
Renteria added an RBI double in the eighth, and 
Francouer hit a three-run homer Ray King. 
ON SALE 
THURSDAY APRIL 12 
2007 - 200$ 
PARKING PERMITS 
Commuter and Residence Hall Permits 
may be purchased in the office or online at 
www.services.GeorgiaSouthern.edu/park. 
Commuter Permits are limited, so purchase now. 
Permits will be mailed this summer to 
the address you provide on your application. 
Questions? 
Please call Parking and Transportation 
Services at 912-681 -0702. 
^ GEORGIA SOU1HERN 
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MY OPINION 
Special Photo 
Steve Bartman (topmiddle) and Cub'soutfielderMoises Alou reach 
to catch a foul ball in 2003. Baseball is the only sport where fans 
can physically help determine the outcome on the game. 
By Zac Case 
Sports editor 
For those of you who are in "Sesame Street" withdrawal, here's 
your chance to get back in touch with your childhood. Which 
one of these things just doesn't belong: hockey, football, basket- 
ball, or baseball? 
No, rectangle is not an option. 
If you said baseball, congratulations, 
you are today's special winner. 
Don't get me wrong, I love the game. I 
cleared out my schedule for opening day 
and have been working hard to keep up 
ever since. 
But the fact is, after breaking up with 
basketball and football for a few months 
and beginning to date baseball once again, 
I've come to realize how strange my sum- 
mer fling can act sometimes. 
Therefore, I bring you the top 10 char- 
acteristics that set baseball apart from the 
other major sports. 
1) The varying dimensions of the stadiums. 
Fenway Park boasts a 40-foot wall in left field, complemented 
by a 3-foot guardrail in right. If the NBAs Milwaukee Bucks had 
the same luxury, they could raise one hoop to 15 feet so maybe 
the 7'1" waste of space Andrew Bogut could be worth a darn. 
2) The managers wearing the same uniforms as the players. 
Sure, 73-year-old former Florida manager Jack McKeon 
may have looked hip in his Marlins' attire, but picture wrinkled 
Golden State Warriors coach Don Nelson clad in a cut-off jersey 
and gym shorts for tip-off. 
3) The athletes treating themselves to tobacco while com- 
peting. 
It may blend in nicely with the infield dirt, but it might not 
work out so well when the NHL's Sidney Crosby makes a mess 
on the ice after spitting some Skoal Straight. 
4) The players wearing jewelry and sunglasses. 
The outfielders do look stylish with their gold glimmering 
in the summer sun, but it wouldn't feel too comfortable for the 
NFL's Joseph Addai to get pulled down by all 24 karats around his 
neck. 
5) The designated hitter. 
I'm sure Shaquille O'Neal would love for Jeff Hornacek to 
come out of retirement so he could shoot free throws for him. Of 
course, if this was the case and Shaq still played for the Orlando 
Magic in the Eastern Conference, he would have to shoot his 
own. 
6) The offense not being in control of the ball. 
Imagine if Drew Bree's goal on Sundays was to throw the 
football at Marques Colston and get it close enough so it's catch- 
able, yet throw it at a certain speed and style so that it goes right 
through his opponent's hands. 
7) Fans making the difference in the outcome of the game. 
Not to (Bartman) - um, bring up any bad (Alou) - excuse 
me - memories or anything, but never will you see this happen 
in any other sport. How about NBA owners bring the first few 
rows up a few feet closer to the court so Ed Reed can deflect a 
few passes next time the Lakers play an important game? 
8} Pitchers on a five-game rotation. 
I'm sure Randy Johnson doesn't mind banking in on $15 mil- 
lion a year to compete every other, other, other, other game. I'd 
bet Randy Moss would take that deal, especially because that's 
about how often he feels like playing anyway. 
9) No time limit. 
Forget the clock. Let's convert every sport to innings. This way 
we can watch Allen Iverson pick up the rock 14 times in a row to 
look to his left to see if any defenders are trying to steal the ball. 
10) The sacred seventh-inning stretch. 
Close your eyes and try to hear the harmonic sound of John 
Madden breaking into song at halftime. I think I've made my 
point that America's pastime should keep some of its traditions 
all to itself. 
